ACROSS

1. Greek letter used to represent the golden ratio
2. Castaway's transport
3. Freelanders quote them
4. Acorn ___ (traditional Karuk dish)
6. Kuwaiti monarchs
7. North African, perhaps
8. ___ Rouge (city with a gothic Old State Capitol-turned-museum)
9. October 31, in Spain
10. Sarcasm laugh syllable
11. Agreed to, like a bar bet
12. Subject to debate?
13. Second part of 14-Across
14. Shot for some tablets
15. Big part of a sci-fi film's budget, perhaps
17. ___ Rouge (city with a gothic Old State Capitol-turned-museum)
18. Acorn ___ (traditional Karuk dish)
19. Synonym for 25-Down
20. “Mama bears, in Spanish
21. Church area with pews
22. Sixth of five?
23. Pointy-looking Anglo-Saxon rune that survived into modern Icelandic
24. Fast-breaking meal during Ramadan
25. Unsolvable paranormal case in a fictional FBI show
26. Halloween Themeless
27.hoaxes some believe to be UFO landing sites
28. Big part of a sci-fi film's budget, perhaps
29. Sports the merch of
30. Sports the merch of
31. Synonym for 25-Down
32. “Nemo means ‘nobody’ in Latin, so he didn’t survive the barracuda attack”
33. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
34. “What'd I tell you?”
35. “Williams' Blood” singer Grace
36. Send regrets, say
37. “Nemo means ‘nobody’ in Latin, so he didn’t survive the barracuda attack”
38. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
39. “Nemo means ‘nobody’ in Latin, so he didn’t survive the barracuda attack”
40. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
41. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
42. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
43. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
44. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
45. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
46. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
47. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
48. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
49. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
50. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
51. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
52. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
53. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
54. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
55. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
56. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others
57. “Kevin from Home Alone grows up to be Jigsaw,” among others

DOWN

1. ___ sci
2. Toys named for a dance
3. Downloads for some tablets
4. Genuine
5. Energy fields that are “read”
6. Word after “news” or before “cards”
7. Salad made with bulgur wheat and parsley
8. Admonishes
9. Key for Evanescence's “My Immortal
10. Atlas, for one
11. Greek god of physical desire
12. Greek letter used to represent the golden ratio
13. Castaway's transport
14. Freelanders quote them
16. Kuwaiti monarchs
17. North African, perhaps
18. ___ Rouge (city with a gothic Old State Capitol-turned-museum)
19. October 31, in Spain
20. Sarcasm laugh syllable
21. Agreed to, like a bar bet
22. Subject to debate?
23. Second part of 14-Across
24. Shot for some tablets
25. Big part of a sci-fi film's budget, perhaps
27. North African, perhaps
29. North African, perhaps
30. North African, perhaps
31. North African, perhaps
32. North African, perhaps
33. North African, perhaps
34. North African, perhaps
35. North African, perhaps
36. North African, perhaps
37. North African, perhaps
38. North African, perhaps
40. North African, perhaps
41. North African, perhaps
42. North African, perhaps
43. North African, perhaps
44. North African, perhaps
45. North African, perhaps
46. North African, perhaps
47. North African, perhaps
48. North African, perhaps
49. North African, perhaps
50. North African, perhaps
51. North African, perhaps
52. North African, perhaps
53. North African, perhaps
54. North African, perhaps
55. North African, perhaps
56. North African, perhaps
57. North African, perhaps

Solutions can be found on atlasobscura.com